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WELCOME

Acknowledgements
Rachel Hao and Anna McNee
Rachel and Anna are the ANU Law Students Society’s Careers
Vice-President and Careers Director respectively for 2016.

Welcome to the ANU Law Students’ Society King & Wood Mallesons Careers
Guide 2016.
We would firstly like to thank our sponsors, without whom this guide would not
have been possible:
PREMIER: Ashurst, Clayton Utz, Gilbert + Tobin, Herbert Smith
Freehills, King & Wood Mallesons and Minter Ellison
MAJOR: Allens, ANU Legal Workshop, Baker & McKenzie,
Henry Davis York and Maddocks
GENERAL: Gadens and Norton Rose Fulbright
This guide would also not have been possible without the dedication of
the variety of authors who have taken the time to share their knowledge
and experiences in their contributions. We are certain that their diverse
and interesting career paths will serve to support and inspire law students.
Finally, thank you to the continued support and friendship from the ANU Careers
Centre and the ANU Law Students’ Society! On behalf of us all, we hope that the
2016 Careers Guide will provide you with the necessary tools and information
to pursue the fantastic opportunities available to you through your law degree.
DISCLAIMER: The views expressed in this publication do not necessarily reflect those of the editors or of the Australian National University Law Students’ Society. Best efforts have been
made to ensure all information in this publication is correct as at March 2016 but is subject to
change without notice. This information is merely advisory and should not be relied upon as being professional advice. This publication is distributed free of charge with the understanding
that the authors, editors and any persons related to this publication are not responsible for the results of their actions or omissions on the basis of any information provided in this publication.
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A Word from the President
Dan Trevanion

Dan is the ANU Law Students Society’s President for 2016.

As President of the ANU Law Students’ Society I’m pleased to introduce to you
the 2016 Careers Guide. Whether you’re a first year or a fifth year student, this
guide is an essential resource for life after your law degree.
The Careers Portfolio of the LSS aims to broaden our students’ interests in diverse
career paths. For this reason, the Careers team have put together this guide to assist
you in making an informed decision about the legal careers open to you as an ANU
law graduate.
This Guide will provide you with detailed information about career pathways in
the legal profession, including corporate and government opportunities. All students should also check out the application toolkit which provides the essential
skills for coming out of law school such as resume and cover letter writing, and
presenting for interviews.
The Careers team, Rachel Hao and Anna McNee, have done a fantastic job putting
this Guide together. For further information or enquiries please contact them at
lsscareers@anu.edu.au.
All the best!
Dan Trevanion
2016 ANU LSS President.
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APPLICATION

TOOLKIT

Preparing your CV

Camilla Pondel

Camilla is a fifth year LLB/BMus student from Melbourne. She
was LSS Administration Vice-President in 2014 and recently completed a summer clerkship at Herbert Smith Freehills in Sydney.

Preparing a CV is an interesting and possibly time-consuming exercise in self-reflection and self-promotion. Your CV is your opportunity to express, in two to four pages,
your most employable skills and qualities. In
conjunction with a cover letter, a CV should
aim to get you through to interview stage.
The following points (in no particular order)
might help you best utilise that opportunity.
1.

tips for putting together an easy-to-read CV are:
use dot points where possible and appropriate (for example, to list responsibilities
involved in a previous role);
be structured with clearly defined headings and subheadings (see below);
choose a grown up font - sounds obvious but I’ve heard of CVs using Comic Sans.
Stick to the classics: Arial, Times New Roman,
Calibri;
use an appropriate size: don’t try to fit
too much in with tiny font, or pad out a page
with oversized text. 10, 11 or 12 are generally
safe; and
white space is better than clutter, which
may mean having to be selective about the information you include. Remember that your
CV is a collection of brief key points about you.

Tailored

Each workplace has certain competencies or experience that they especially look for in candidates. Those CVs that guide a recruiter’s eye to
those most desirable competencies and experience will be the best. This might mean changing
your CV’s structure for different applications.

3.

Get talking to recruiters and representatives at
careers fairs and ask them about what competencies, experience or other factors they would
seek in successful candidates – and make sure to
write it down so you don’t get confused or forget!
2.

Stylistic features

Your CV is a formal document which is a tangible example of your written communication
skills, so keep the following in mind:
use concise, formal, and direct language
– this is not an exercise in creative writing;
check for spelling errors, typos, poor
syntax and formatting. Check again. Check for
a third time. Sleep on it and check in the

Easy-to-read

A clunky CV which is difficult to read is unlikely to make a good first impression. Some key
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morning. Have a pedantic friend check it.
consistency is key – make sure your
headings, margins, spacing, font, tense and
presentation are the same throughout the document;
avoid colloquialisms and jokes – though
well intentioned, they can undermine the professional quality of your CV; and
list items reverse-chronologically.
4.

Structure

Use headings and subheadings to organise all
of your selling points, and tailor the subheadings used to each application. For example, if a
potential employer seems to focus on academic
competency, perhaps a section called ‘Academic Achievement’ may be useful. An example
structure could be:
Personal details – name, email, phone
number, LinkedIn etc.
Employment and work experience –
previous jobs and/or internships
Education – tertiary, high school, any
overseas study

Extra-curricular involvement – this
could be club activities, sports, charity activities, college involvement etc.
Awards
Language capabilities
References
Don’t freak out if you don’t have multiple
items under each category – notwithstanding
law school myths, not everyone is a sleepless
overachiever. The most important thing is to be
honest because an interviewer can question you
on anything included in your CV.
5.

Level of detail

Make sure to be specific about what you put
down in your CV – recruiters want to know
how you’ve spent your time to date. For previous jobs, think of including your role title, dates
you were employed, days per week you worked
and key responsibilities. For extra-curricular
activities, list time commitment, achievements,
key responsibilities, and anything else that
might be relevant.
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Writing a Cover Letter
Alexander Ferguson
Alexander Ferguson is a final year BSc/LLB student who has written a
few successful cover letters. He is looking forward to beginning his career in private practice in 2017.

The cover letter is the best chance you have to
convince the employer that you are what they
want. To convey that properly, it’s generally a
good idea to find out more about the employer: who they are and what make them unique.
Whether it’s on their careers website, their general website or a Google search, this will help
you tailor your application.
This guide suggests a structure that may work
for you. But if the employer has specific questions, focus on them.
Preliminary matters

Second paragraph: Why the employer?
Think about why you are putting in the effort of applying. Do they have a practice
group* that’s a bit unique? Do they do the
type of work you want to do? Did you speak
to someone at a careers fair or hear a presentation that inspired you? Are there well regarded practitioners at that employer? Perhaps
they are accredited in an area you agree with.
Third paragraph: Why you?

Your cover letter should look like a standard
letter. Address it to the relevant person, which
is usually stated on the employer’s website. Put
the date up the top right. Use paragraphs.
Also bear in mind that sometimes you will upload the cover letter and other times it will be a
copy and paste into a web form. Typically, web
forms can’t accept formatting (e.g. bold).

What is it about you that makes you the best
candidate for this job? Good marks are worth
noting, but you are more than just the marks.
What do you do with your spare time? Things
like work experience (particularly if it’s law related), legal competitions or debating, university extra-curricular activities, something that’s
interesting about you, and community involvement outside ANU. Then explain how this is relevant to the position to which you are applying.

First paragraph: Introduction

Final line

State what you are applying for and where you
saw it advertised. You can also put in what degree you’re studying and expected graduation.

If you’ve got space, give a final sentence or two
about why working you working at the employer would be the best thing that’s ever happened.
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Conclusion and sign off
Some people like to thank the reader for considering their application or invite the reader
to contact them if they have any questions. If
that’s who you are, put it in, but it’s not essential.
Make sure you sign off with “kind regards”,
“yours sincerely” or your chosen phrase.
General tips
•

•
Make sure you submit in the format the
employer accepts (e.g. .docx or .pdf).
•
While copying and pasting your cover letter between employers may seem easy, it
probably won’t work if you leave in another
employer’s name or talk about how excited you
are to work in their Singapore office when they
don’t have one.
* practice group can mean different things at
different employers’ but usually refers to the
type of law they practice (e.g. commercial litigation) or type of client (e.g. public sector).

Write a maximum of one page.
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Model Cover Letter
YOUR NAME
Address | Mobile | Email
Date
Recipient
Title
Company/Organisation
Street Address
City, Postcode
Dear Recipient,
Re: the position you are applying for
First paragraph:
• Briefly introduce yourself – state your degree, what year you are in, and from which
university. Also briefly state what areas of law you are interested in/passionate about.
• Explain why you are writing – name the position, field, or general area in which you are
interested. State where/how you heard about the position opening or
company/organisation.
Second paragraph:
• Show that you have researched about the values and practice areas of the
company/organisation, and show your knowledge of whether they have been involved
in any recent cases of legal significance, or any community involvement in charity work
or non-profit collaborations with non-profit companies.
Third paragraph:
• Briefly specify two or three qualifications, working, or voluntary experience you have
that would be of most interest to the employer. Illustrate how the skills you have from
these experiences could be of value to the company/organisation.
• State why you are interested in working for the company/organisation, the type of work,
or location. If you have related experience or a specialiasation in the field, indicate it
here.
Fourth paragraph:
• Thank the reader for their time and consideration of your application, and welcome the
prospect of further discussion of your application with them.
• Conclude by stating your desire for an interview – make sure your close is not vague,
but makes a specific action (e.g. email/phone call) from the reader likely.
Kind regards,
Your Name
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ANU Careers
Your Law Degree and Your Career
An ANU law degree is a great starting point for a career in law
as well as pathways into various industries including:
Government; Management Consulting; Finance and Banking;
Education; Journalism and Media; Community and the Not for Profit sector.
So consider your options and don’t be afraid to tread your own path!
ANU Careers can assist you to maximise your potential successfully transition from education to work. We
provide assistance with:
 Career Planning
 Job applications, interviews and assessment centres
 Clerkship and graduate recruitment
 Careers fairs, workshops and employer events
 Job listings
Check out CareerHub for further information careers.anu.edu.au
Drop in consultations
Mondays
Wednesdays
Fridays

11.00am – 1.00pm
2.00pm – 4.00pm
11.00am – 1.00pm

ANU Careers, JB Chifley Building #15, (opposite the Gods Café)
T: 6125 3593
E: careers@anu.edu.au
W: anu.edu.au/careers
FB: facebook.com/AnuCareersCentre

canberra.edu.au/current-students/canberra-students/careers-service/tertiary-to-work

Interviewing 1001

Sam Duncan

Sam is a fifth and final year law student and the General Secretary of
ANUSA. He clerked at a leading international law firm in Sydney last
summer and is excited to start as a graduate next year. When he’s
not at uni, he’s usually lurking near Pâtissez or re-watching Titanic.

Disclaimer: I am by no means an expert in
interview strategy. Like most, I completely winged the clerkship application process,
but with the benefit of hindsight, here are
my thoughts on how to kill your interview.

If you tick those boxes, you are off to a good start.
The importance of researching the firm
Pro tip: everyone knows more than you, so
don’t fake it.

If you’ve landed an interview, the worst is behind you. Interviews are the fun part of the
application process – ultimately, they are an
hour-long opportunity to meet some of the
brightest people in the legal sector and to get
a feel for what they do. So with that in mind…

Name dropping big clients or recent deals is a
classic interview technique for many law students, but I’m not convinced it adds much.
In my mind, it really only shows that you’ve
run a quick google search on the bus on your
way in. It also opens you up to follow up
questions which may highlight the real depth
of your knowledge and hurt your chances.

Pro tip: relax.
Sure, some firms see the interview as a
chance to put you on the spot and see how
you respond to pressure. They might throw
a few behavioral questions and poker-face
during your response. Others want to test
how much you really want the job and might
try to call you out at every opportunity.

My strategy was simple: research the interviewers instead. Many firms will tell you the
names of your interviewers ahead of time.
When they did, I would always skim their firm
and LinkedIn profiles to find points of interest or commonality between me and them. If
you can work those through your interview,
you’ll have a better shot at bonding with your
interviewers and showing a bit of personality.

If your firm approaches interviews like this,
my advice is probably useless. But in my experience, most firms use the interview to ask
one simple question: “who are you and could I
share an office with you?” Interviewers want to
know whether you’re a good person – whether
you’re amicable, cool-headed, open and honest.

“Why commercial law?”
Pro tip: be a bit specific.
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“Why commercial law” is a go-to question for
many interviewers, and to be honest it kind of
threw me the first time. It’s so easy to spew out
a generic answer – something about your strong
business acumen and commercial nous, or your
love for the Fin Review.

My strategy was to recognise how little I knew
after 4+ years of law school, while pushing my
nerdy eagerness to learn. Take every opportunity
to upsell your credentials, but be mindful that as
a baby lawyer, cockiness is never well received.
Prepare questions

I learnt pretty quickly to be a bit more specific.
For example, instead of rambling about your
“genuine interest in banking and finance law”,
talk about your interest in FinTech and bitcoin
and the future of financial regulation in a digital
world. Mention what you’ve read about intellectual property rights and emerging technologies, or the world of project finance and infrastructure. Take the time to look up practice
areas and speak to people who work or have
worked at the firm to learn about the way your
firm divides up their teams. This will set you
apart and put you in good stead with your interviewers.

Pro tip: Prepare answers, but prepare questions
as well.
I was so surprised by how much I was expected to
direct my own interviews. After a few introductory questions, one pair of interviewers gave me the
floor to grill them about the firm and their work.
With this in mind, I would recommend bringing a few pre-prepared questions along to
your interview to fall back on in case conversation dries up. For example, I tended to ask
things like, “What is the most common misconception people like me have going into
this practice”; or, “Recognising the huge diversity in the other applicants I’ve met so far,
what is it that draws us all together? What
are you ultimately looking for in this role?”

Selling yourself
Pro tip: be humble, but not too humble.
One interviewer told me the most important
trait she looks for in an applicant is humility. This surprised me at the time, but it makes
sense – nobody wants to work with a d*ckhead.

After each interview, I walked away feeling like
I’d had a great chat with awesome people. Not
only did this approach work well, it also made the
entire application experience so much more enjoyable. I hope your experience is just as positive.

Obviously, there’s a fine line between talking
smack and underselling yourself completely.
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Sample Questions
FROM THE INTERVIEWER
Why do you want to work for this organisation?
Describe a time you have encountered hardship, and how you resolved this.
Describe a time when you have had to deal with personality conflicts, and how
you resolved this.
What extracurricular activities are you involved in? What did you gain from
these activities?
What was your favourite/least favourite subject at university?
[With reference to a bad mark on your transcript] Can you explain why you believe you may have underperformed in this course?
Describe an example of your leadership.
Describe an example of teamwork.
Tell me about a time you have failed.

TO THE INTERVIEWER
With respect to the current saturation of the legal market, what methods does
your firm/organisation have to retain and promote its own people?
What skills do you believe are most important in order to be successful in this
position?
Are there any volunteering and/or pro bono programs or opportunities that a successful applicant may have access to?
What do you think is the best part of this firm/organisation’s culture?
How does this firm/organisation continue to take leadership and have a competitive advantage in an increasingly competitive economy?
Does this firm/organisation have any diversity structures in place to promote
women/LGBTI individuals who work here?
18

GDLP
ANU Graduate Diploma
of Legal Practice

ANU Legal Workshop
Your direct pathway to Legal Practice
The ANU Graduate Diploma of Legal Practice (GDLP) is Australia’s largest university-based accredited practical
legal training program. The ANU GDLP provides you with the qualification to be admitted as a lawyer in Australia.
The program adopts a unique online teaching approach that places you in a ‘virtual law firm’. This innovative
approach provides you with practical insight, deepened professional awareness and real-world knowledge.
The ANU GDLP also provides you with the flexibility to balance study with employment.
With ANU Legal Workshop, you can:
> attend any one of over 20 introductory five-day workshops held around Australia – you don’t need to relocate
for study;
> tailor coursework and professional placement requirements – selecting a longer placement and less
coursework, or vice-versa;
> choose from a wide range of elective subjects – with online flexibility; and
> extend your GDLP – and gain an additional competitive edge – with the ANU Master of Legal Practice.
Whatever choice you make, you’ll benefit from flexible online study, learn from some of Australia’s best legal
experts and gain a qualification from one of the world’s leading law schools.

ANU Legal Workshop
The Australian National University

T +61 2 6125 4463
E lwsa.law@anu.edu.au
W legalworkshop.law.anu.edu.au/gdlp

ANU Legal Workshop

CRICOS# 00120C | 2016

GDLP with the ANU Legal Workshop
NO WRONG MOVES WHEN IT COMES TO TAKING
YOUR FIRST STEP IN YOUR PROFESSIONAL JOURNEY

Elizabeth Lee

Elizabeth Lee is a lecturer in professional legal skills, litigation and legal clinic at
ANU Legal Workshop. Elizabeth is passionate about advocating for the legal profession and has been lucky enough to have danced with high profile judges at conferences in her capacity as Chair of the Australian Young Lawyers Committee. When
she’s not teaching law, you’ll find her sweating it out at power yoga or on any dance
floor.

As you embark on the final steps of your law
degree, you’ve probably begun to think about
what you want in your career- and what you
need to do to make it happen. This can be challenging, particularly when faced with difficult
decisions (and no shortage of suggestions!)
about getting the experience you’ll need to find
a graduate job. The reality is that regardless of
what you do or where you go after graduation,
there are very few – if any – wrong moves you
can take. As an emerging legal professional, all
experience is valuable.

“Find a job you enjoy and you’ll never work
a day in your life”

“Hard work never hurt anyone”

Embrace the opportunities, experiences and the
challenges that come with a career in law, and
while you’ll indeed work many days in your
life, you’re much more likely to enjoy them!

Make no mistake – the nature of legal practice
(no matter what area you’re involved in) can be
stressful. Being a lawyer is a big responsibility.
Although this does equate to hard work, having
passion and interest in what you do makes it
worthwhile. As a legal professional, you’re in a
unique position to not only be good at what you
do, but to be able to do it in an incredibly rich,
exciting and diverse environment.

You know the stereotype of a ‘successful’ lawyer – a high-achiever who burns the candle at
both ends. But as a law student, you are already
used to working hard. Surveys show that majority of law students balance their study with
full or part-time employment, extra-curricular
activities and, in a number of cases, raise children and run a family. It might sound a stretch
for many people, but the reality is lawyers (and
law students) are usually driven, committed
and highly focused individuals. If they’re going
to do something, they’ll do it right – and they
love what they do.

Everything that makes you ‘you’ makes you
a better lawyer
Don’t get so wrapped up in being a ‘good lawyer’ that you forget the other parts of you that
make you, well, ‘you’. Don’t give up your salsa
dancing, piano lessons or volunteering simply
because they’re taking up too much time – or
perhaps more precisely, taking the time you
‘need’ for work.
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These experiences all introduce, build and reinforce the skills you need to be a successful
legal professional – the ability to own the stage,
command presence, work as part of a team, or
understand the pressures faced by the most vulnerable members in our community.

Being a member of this profession means you
have widely recognised, highly respected skills,
and a very real social responsibility.
Stay engaged with your profession, and remember you are always learning. Stay connected to
your community, and acknowledge the practice
of law does not happen in a vacuum because
our laws are made by the community for the
community. Stay relevant, and embrace the uncertainty of working with the new, the unknown
and the opportunity.

All of these experiences will make you a better
lawyer. Learning about how the law works (or
doesn’t) isn’t restricted to a lecture theatre or
a textbook- and certainly doesn’t end after you
finish law school.
Stay connected, stay grounded and stay relevant

As long as you embrace the legal profession,
‘warts and all’, all and any experience in the
law will give you the ability to shape, influence
and improve the world in which we live.

As a lawyer, you are part of a long-standing
profession. Be proud of this.
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CAREERS
IN THE

COURTROOM

Life as an Associate

Zoe Jones

Zoe graduated from ANU in 2015 with an Arts/Law degree. She worked at
the Federal Court Registry in her fourth year, before clerking with Bradley
Allen Love Lawyers’s Litigation team in her final year. She is now working as an Associate in the Federal Circuit Court of Australia, primarily
dealing with Family and General Federal law matters. Zoe has a passion
for advocacy and hopes to continue her career in commercial litigation.

I remember my very first tutorial at the ANU
College of Law - it was Foundies, and we were
going around the room asking why each student had chosen to study law. The most common reply was, “I chose law to help people.”
Another was, “I really like arguing.” All very
decent responses to a simple question that became more complex the further I got through
my law degree. When you’re sitting at your
desk at 3am, pulling your hair out over the difference between Shamouil and Dupas, worrying about an upcoming moot or watching your
friends get clerkships with a top tier firm, you do
question why you chose to do this to yourself.

but terrified at the prospect of working full-time
without really knowing why I’d chosen this career.
Working with a trial judge has highlighted that
the law is interconnected with every aspect of
society. The parade of witnesses and parties
that we see every day is a rare and remarkable experience. I’ve discovered that studying
law is not only a satisfying intellectual challenge, but an exercise in applying theoretical
knowledge in a very human, very emotionally-charged setting. We talk about “the law” as
a sacred institution, but in practise “the law”
can determine someone’s wealth, someone’s
family or someone’s dignity. That’s when I
really discovered why I chose my degree.

I was overwhelmingly lucky to gain employment as an Associate in the Federal Circuit
Court. In my third year of law, I heard about
an upcoming job in the Federal Court Registry through a friend that already worked there.
That’s the thing with legal jobs - it’s about taking an opportunity and keeping your ears open.
After a year of working there, my Judge asked
me to come on board with him once I’d graduated at the end of 2015. I was thrilled (withstaving off the job title ‘unemployed graduate’)

I’ve been told that to gain legal employment, you
need to show five things (straight from the HR
Manager at a top-tier firm, where I had a miserable but memorable summer clerkship interview):
A.
Oral and written communication skills;
B.
Extra-curriculars such as team sport or
leadership positions;
C.
Legal extra-curriculars such as
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negotiations or mooting;
D.
Decent grades;
E.
Previous legal experience;

something that will get you through the
all-nighters, inspire you to try mooting or client interview, or help you get that summer
clerkship. It’s your enthusiasm and the initiative to sit at your desk for longer than 9-5
that will make you an attractive prospect
– regardless of the P you got in Foundies.

Which is a great checklist. But more than
that, my advice to any upcoming law graduate
is to find your own ‘hook’ within “the law” -
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Working in Chambers

Maddi Lamers

Maddi is currently in her fourth year of a Law (Honours)/Science (Psychology) degree. Growing up in Orange, NSW, she now lives at Fenner Hall as a Senior Resident.

For some, if not most, law students, the hospitality industry is where we seem to be stuck.
Cafes, bars, and pubs seem to be the only places for which we have enough “experience”.
Trying to get out of the hospitality nightmare
can be an extremely daunting process, and
I was in this exact position at the start of my
third year. I’d had enough of washing dishes,
wishing that I had enough dollars to buy half
the amount of avocado that brunch-goers were
wasting, and I was eager to try something new.
Put off by the competitiveness of internships
and clerkships, I faced the fact that another year
would have to be spent waking up at 5am to
make old men in lycra their usual soy piccolo.

administrative work. Answering phones, helping
to schedule conferences and meetings, handling
briefs delivered by solicitors to the barristers, and
any small jobs that the barristers may give you
(usually typing documents and photocopying).
At Blackburn, there are just less that 30 barristers, both senior and junior counsel, who range
from working in criminal matters to personal
injury claims. This means I have been able to
gain a lot of exposure to different areas of law
and how the whole system works in terms of
communication between clients, solicitors,
and barristers as well as the how the court
system works. It’s also a great way to witness where exactly a law degree can get you.

That was when one of my friends from Fenner offered me a job a Blackburn Chambers
as a clerk’s assistant. I guess that’s one real
advantage of living at college. If you know
someone who has a job in the field you want
to get into, let them know. Make people
aware that you are on the lookout and keen.

I would strongly recommend administration
jobs such as this one to any law student. You are
able to gain experience and knowledge without
having a particularly stressful job. Jobs such
as this also open a lot of doorways to prospective employment – as you are always in contact with firms around Canberra, it is easy to
hear of positions which may become available.

So what does working in a barristers’ chambers actually involve? Pretty much, it’s a lot of
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I think the most important thing to remember
when looking for a job, whether in the legal
sector or not, is to not sit back and wait for
something to come up. Always be talking to
others and looking for positions to pop up – and

even if it seems ridiculously trivial, take every opportunity you get. Who knows, one day you may
be buying lunches for barristers, and before you
know it you could be a paralegal at a leading firm.
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GOVERNMENT
AND PUBLIC
INTEREST

Graduate Recruitment for 2017
The Attorney-General’s Department is seeking highly motivated and enthusiastic graduates to join our 2017 Graduate Program.
The Attorney-General’s Department delivers programs and policies to maintain and
improve Australia’s law and justice framework, and strengthen our national security and
emergency management. Through the Australian Government Solicitor, we also provide
legal services to the Commonwealth, including legal advice and representation. If you
are interested in being at the forefront of this important work, then we want you!
In 2017, the department is offering an exciting new opportunity. With the introduction
of the Australian Government Solicitor (AGS) in July 2015, we are offering two streams
within our graduate program—Policy/Program and Legal.
As a graduate in the Policy/ Program stream you will provide legal and policy advice on
issues such as civil law, human rights and international law or on national security issues
such as countering violent extremism, international crime cooperation, people smuggling, and extradition. You will also have the opportunity to assist with administering
programs and providing services to support access to justice for Indigenous people, or
emergency management through national disaster recovery.
As a graduate in the Legal stream you will have the opportunity to work in the Australian Government Solicitor with some of Australia’s foremost legal minds on matters of
national significance. Our work spans support to government in defence (such as the procurement of aircraft and ships), immigration and border protection (such as construction
contracts for Manus Island and Nauru), and initiatives associated with major economic,
regulatory and social reforms (such as the National Disability Insurance Scheme).
To apply for the Attorney-General’s Department Graduate Program you must submit
your application through the online application system.
Applications open: 1 March 2016
Applications close: 4 April 2016
Selection for the Attorney-General’s Department Graduate Program occurs in four stages. The five stages apply to both the Policy/Program and Legal graduate streams. To be
considered for either or both streams, you must submit separate applications.
For more information, please visit:
https://www.ag.gov.au/About/Careers/Graduateprogram/Pages/default.aspx.
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ACT Office of the

Director of Public Prosecutions

“A citizen’s safety lies in the prosecutor...who approaches his task with humility”. –
United States Supreme Court Justice Robert H. Jackson.
•
Advocacy experience or a demonstrated
ability in this area;
•
The ability to be flexible, operate under
pressure and work to tight deadlines;
•
The desire to work in a team environment; and
•
Well developed interpersonal and communication skills.

In prosecuting matters, the Director represents
community interests. Prosecutors have strikingly been called “ministers of justice”, a
phrase which sums up the unique position of
the prosecutor in the criminal justice system. It
has been said that prosecutors must always act
with fairness and detachment with the objectives of assisting the court and ensuring a fair
trial.

Opportunities
The ACT Office of the Director of Public Prosecutions offers, from time to time, placements
to law students wishing to complete their Practical Legal Training (PLT) component of their
professional qualifications. Applicants should
register their interest by writing to the Office
enclosing an up-to-date curriculum vitae and
academic transcript. Applicants should tell us
when the placement would commence and end
and also include short summary of why the applicant would like to do their PLT at the ACT
DPP.

The Office does not have clients – the community is who the Director acts on behalf of.
In performing its functions, the Office works
closely with the courts, the legal profession,
police and other investigators, victim’s representatives and other government agencies. The
DPP must also ensure that appropriate consideration is given to the concerns of victims of
crime and the community.
What do we offer?
•
Fast paced and intellectually stimulating working environment;
•
Frequent advocacy experience for even
the most junior prosecutors, including making
arguments on your feet;
•
A collegiate team of lawyers committed
to professional development;
•
Strong mentoring culture;
•
Exposure to complex legal issues and
the opportunity to contribute to the administration of criminal justice; and
•
Opportunities for career progression.

Students of Evidence Law should take the opportunity to engage with their tutors about any
interest in criminal law. Many tutors work at
the ACT DPP or other organisations within the
profession and are happy to talk about their experience. You should also have a go at the annual ACT DPP Mock Trial! The ACT DPP also
has an employment register that can be found at
www.dpp.act.gov.au.
Eligibility
Lawyers at the DPP must be admitted as legal practitioners in the ACT Supreme Court or
equivalent.

What do we look for?
•
Candidates with a genuine interest and
passion for criminal law;
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Questions with a Prosecutor

Katrina Marson

Katrina gradated from ANU with Honours in 2012. She was a founding
member of ANU Volunteers during her time at university and was the
recipient of the 2012 Tillyard Prize. She now works at the ACT Office of
the Director of Public Prosecutions

1.

What interests you about criminal law?

The grassroots human element involved in
criminal practice is what has always drawn me
to it. Human nature is a curious thing, and you
observe it in all its colours in criminal practice.
There can be so many reasons why people commit criminal offences, and it’s never black and
white. While it can be confronting to see the
impact of crime on victims and the community,
it’s a very grounding experience and to work
for Lady Justice is a fulfilling enterprise.
2.

illuminated over the past eighteen months or
so, with several family violence murders occurring in Canberra last year. The ACT is a unique
jurisdiction, having had the Family Violence
Intervention Program – which integrates all
the criminal justice system’s stakeholders – in
place for several years now.
I appear in hearings, lists, sentences, bails and
other applications. I use my knowledge of Evidence Law in every hearing, and a different Evidence Act provision rears its head every time.
I have to be creative with my arguments, and
practice eloquence so as to be a more effective
advocate. Some days I have more confidence
than others, but I am always learning. I use my
legal research skills and written communication skills most days also.

Describe your day to day practice.

My workload is probably 60% court time and
40% office time. There is never a dull day, and
although it can be very stressful at times, I’d
always rather be very busy than idle. Not a day
goes by where I don’t speak with witnesses, defence lawyers, police officers and other members of the criminal practice.
I currently work in the family violence unit – the
only specialist unit within the ACT DPP, apart
from the sexual offences unit with which we
work very closely. This is a very intense role.
Given a large portion of the Office’s workload
is family violence, our small unit is constantly busy, and the subject matter is serious. The
pressing issue of family violence has been

Finally, it’s definitely not a sedentary job! I’m
always walking between the office and the Magistrates Court and/or the Supreme Court, walking around to discuss issues with colleagues,
and standing up in court. I like this because I
feel like I’m always moving and I hate the idea
of sitting at a desk all day every day.
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3.

Do you enjoy working at the DPP?

your advocacy skills, is exponential. You
startout being terrified to mention a few matters
in the Magistrates Court’s general list, and you
move very quickly to being confident opposing bails and appearing on sentences. Then you
gain confidence in other applications, hearings
and eventually matters in the Supreme Court.
It is a constant learning experience and every
day presents the best kind of challenge: one
that takes you to the edge of your comfort zone
but that doesn’t overwhelm you. That is partly
because of the hugely supportive environment

Working at the ACT DPP is a fantastic opportunity because, unlike in most other jurisdictions,
even the most junior prosecutors get advocacy
experience from very early on (I’m talking the
first few weeks). You get to be on your feet in
court so frequently, from very early on, which
is an experience quite unique to the ACT prosecutor.
Being around all the brilliant minds that the
DPP has managed to warehouse is really inspirational. I don’t mean that in a cloying sense; I
have many truly intelligent and insightful colleagues who offer so much I can learn from. It
is also a very fun and funny environment, and
the culture is one of good humour and support.
There are many vibrant personalities, all of
whom are fundamentally kind, so you can find
a friend in anyone and everyone.

and mentoring culture that exists within the
DPP; any problem shared is a problem halved,
or thirded, or quartered.
5.

The best advocate is the one who listens. If you
don’t carefully absorb what your witness, your
opponent or your audience is saying, you will
fail to persuade.

There is a lot of responsibility that comes with
being a prosecutor, and that can be a source of
both anxiety and pride. However, it’s a great
way to develop strength of character, mental
acuity and to achieve professional fulfilment.
It’s definitely a job for those who like to feel
useful!
4.

What is the best kind of advocate?

That said, there is no best kind of advocacy
style. At the DPP we have a range of different
personality types and communication styles –
and this variety lends itself to all sorts of effective advocacy. The quiet and softly spoken advocate is just as effective as the advocate who
goes for the jugular – that is of course depending on all the variables. The main thing is to be
yourself. It’s a cliché, but it’s true. If you’re
too focussed on emulating a style that does not
naturally come to you, you risk coming off as
insincere and being ineffective.

What are the challenges?

Your skills as a prosecutor develop constantly
and quickly. The improvement in your understanding of legal issues and practice, as well as
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Working at the Women’s Legal Centre
Arthy Ananthapavan
Arthy is a 4th year Law/Commerce student who began work at the WLC
in 2015. She is currently on law exchange at Utrecht University in the
Netherlands.

I was halfway through my law degree when I
began panicking that I had no legal work experience. I started out law with an interest in
Indigenous Australians’ Access to Justice, but
by the time I hit the halfway mark I was feeling
so disconnected from the end goals I had set
out to achieve. After just having studied Corporation’s Law and doing well in it, I considered abandoning all previous goals and creating new ones that fit in better with what I was
studying and what I was supposedly good at.

Indigenous Liaison Officer of the WLC to coordinate information sessions to empower Indigenous women by knowing their legal rights
in areas such as family law, domestic violence,
divorce, housing and consumer protection law.
My moment came when I was conducting a
client interview for the first time, listening to
a young Indigenous mother speak about her
child. I was overwhelmed with the idea that
despite all of the lectures, readings and study
that seemed so arbitrary and distant to real
life, learning about the law ourselves and empowering others to recognise their rights is a
crucial step in addressing the well-established
inequalities that exist within our community.

A friend who was volunteering at the Women’s Legal Centre ACT offered to put in a good
word for me the next time they were looking,
and so I jumped at the opportunity when they
offered me an admin role a few weeks later.

The staff at the WLC were remarkable, both
personally and professionally. They were always looking to match the interests of passionate volunteers with programs or research
projects the Centre was undertaking. They
made each person feel valued as a member of
the team, even though the work I did was incomparable to the hard work of the solicitors.

While the legal and admin experience was valuable, the best thing Women’s Legal Centre did
for me was reignite my passion for Indigenous
Australians’ Access to Justice. After expressing my interest in the area, the Director eagerly
shifted me from an administrative role to assisting on a project called ‘Knowing Your Rights’.
With the project, I worked with an inspirational
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called upon, it’s hard to see yourself working
in a legal environment that can be stimulating,
rewarding and fun. But there are plenty of places out there eager to take on passionate individuals – go out and find the places that match
your interests and let their work motivate you.

I’m hardly in a position to give advice, but if
you came into law with an end goal, or have
since developed one, don’t be too quick to let
it go. If you’re sitting in your lectures not really paying attention or prepping for your tutorials for participation marks or the fear of being
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The Aurora Internship
Rosetta Lee
Rosetta Lee graduated from the ANU with a Bachelor of Asia-Pacific
Studies in 2013, and a Bachelor of Laws (Hons 2A) in 2015. She is currently living in Sydney and studying for the GDLP.

I did my Aurora placement at the Darwin office of the North Australian Aboriginal Justice
Agency (NAAJA) as part of the Aurora Internship Program. NAAJA has separate sections which undertake criminal work, civil
work and community education respectively.
I was placed in the civil section, which was a
great opportunity to assist with a wide variety of matters by performing a range of tasks.

understanding of the factual background, and
that in turn requires some good, old-fashioned
detective work, like compiling a chronology of
events from police radio recordings or security
camera footage, or even locating a long-forgotten bank account. These kinds of fact-finding
tasks trained me in patience, thoroughness and
attention to detail. I also drafted correspondence to and on behalf of clients, including
many closing letters which summarised NAAJA’s legal advice, the work we had done, and
the outcome of that work. This was a great way
to practice explaining relevant facts and legal
concepts in plain, concise English, an essential skill in any legal or law-related workplace.

Sometimes, of course, I did other, less glamorous duties like photocopying or printing
documents, and organising them into folders - but these things are a necessary part of
NAAJA’s legal work, and taking them on
meant that the solicitors (who have a very
heavy workload) would have time freed up
to work on other things which I, as an intern,
wasn’t qualified to do. I consider it a privilege to have been able to assist in NAAJA’s
work, and to benefit from the advice and experience of the lawyers there; and there was
ample opportunity to do other things as well.

In addition to these opportunities to practice my legal workplace skills, I also
took away some personal inspiration:
•
Be challenged by the scale of the inequality. Prior to undertaking the Aurora internship, I had never doubted the disadvantage
of Indigenous Australians. But my experiences
at NAAJA Darwin brought home the reality
that Indigenous disadvantage isn’t just a sad
statistic, it’s something experienced by many
Australians just going about their everyday

Legal research was a significant part of my
work at NAAJA, but I also assisted by fact-finding and writing. For one thing, advising clients
and/or preparing for litigation requires a sound
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business. For example, NAAJA assisted one
man to make a complaint to the NT Anti-Discrimination Commission when a liquor store
refused to serve him, but offered to serve his
non-Indigenous partner. Other clients experienced the kind of disadvantage arising from
other factors such as poverty, institutionalisation or residence in a remote community factors which are distinct from, yet related to,
their Indigeneity. Although experiences will
vary from person to person, every Indigenous Australian will have their own distinct
stories of discrimination or disadvantage.

opening up the possibility of systemic change that would benefit Indigenous people across the Northern Territory.
•
Be inspired to contribute towards a more
equal future. Organisations like NAAJA, which
are specifically intended to facilitate access to
legal representation for Indigenous Australians,
thus fulfil two important roles: they assist individuals in the present, and document the need
for change in the future. I feel privileged to have
assisted NAAJA in this important work, and I
was inspired by the passion and dedication of
the lawyers, Client Service Officers, interpreters and others that I met and worked with. My
experience at NAAJA has strengthened my resolve to pursue a career in activist lawyering.

•
Be encouraged that every little bit helps.
Once you’ve realised the daunting scale of Indigenous disadvantage, you may very well feel
discouraged. How on earth, you ask yourself,
can we cure this malaise of inequality? But the
work of Aboriginal legal aid organisations like
NAAJA is important because inequality can
be challenged, and the unequal system can be
changed - one case at a time. Working at NAAJA showed me that legal aid can significantly
benefit clients; not only does it make for better
possible outcomes, but the clients can feel a little more confident knowing that NAAJA is in
their corner. Furthermore, while individual clients may not succeed, the accumulation of similar cases can lead to systemic change. While
at NAAJA, I wrote many letters of complaint
to the Northern Territory Ombudsman and to

If you have an interest for social justice and
wondering what you can do to help make
a difference, I encourage you to apply for
an Aurora internship. On a pragmatic level, you’ll get to hone your legal research and
writing skills, while gaining exposure to the
legal workplace environment. On a personal level, it’s a satisfying and fulfilling way
to put your skills, your knowledge and your
energy at the disposal of a worthy cause.

the Northern Territory Police Commissioner, as
well as closing letters to clients who NAAJA
had previously assisted to make a complaint.
My supervisor told me that although in many
cases the Ombudsman or the Commissioner
would decline to take further action, building
up a body of complaints on particular issues
might later trigger an inquiry or investigation,

More information on the Aurora Internship
Program can be found in their website at http://
www.auroraproject.com.au/what_is_an_Aurora_internship. Applications for the upcoming winter 2016 round of internships will be
open from 9am AEDT Monday 7th March
through 5pm AEDT Friday 1st April 2016.
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King & Wood Mallesons

The Power of Together

What do we offer?
ad
King & Wood Mallesons is helping clients across
the globe to make smart choices to shape their future
success. As a global law firm, over 2,700 lawyers in
more than 30 international offices are cutting through the
challenges facing business and providing commercial
solutions that are transforming the way legal services are
delivered. Our ability to connect emerging opportunities
with market leading capability is pushing the frontiers of
what can be achieved - connecting Asia to the world, and
the world to Asia.

Our seasonal clerkship program
Applications open: 15 June 2016
Applications close: 17 July 2016
How to apply: Via our online application system at
kwm.com/careers
We offer clerkships so that you get a clear picture of what it’s
like to be a lawyer at King & Wood Mallesons. You’ll get to know
our people, the way we like to work, our culture, practice areas,
clients and more. For many, the clerkship is the first stage of
continuous development at King & Wood Mallesons.

Details of the Seasonal Clerkship Program
We’ve designed a program to help you make the most of your
time with us. During your clerkship, you’ll learn:
n The day-to-day skills to get you started – taking instructions,
meeting with clients, drafting memos and documents, managing
your practice and professional relationships.

The core practice teams at King & Wood Mallesons – who they
are, what they do, how they’re structured, the clients they work
for, and of course, your role within them.
n

Our culture – working within your team, you’ll be exposed to
(and encouraged) to get actively involved in the many activities
and events that help create our unique culture.

Our Graduate Program
Our graduates participate in a targeted development program,
we have a framework that cultivates valuable skills and sets them
up for success now and in the future.
What you’ll learn
The program provides a practical business foundation for junior
lawyers. You’ll receive:
n

Meaningful work covering a wide range of practice areas

n

Client contact and an in-depth understanding of how they
operate in a commercial and regulatory environment

n

The opportunity to work with a range of partners, senior
associates and solicitors in different practice groups

n

A practical understanding of areas of our legal practice

n

A comprehensive knowledge of the firm, our technology, our
resources, our processes and, of course, the people you’ll
work with.

As part of the Graduate Program, we also offer a Practical Legal
Training (PLT) course with the College of Law to our Australian
Law Graduates, ensuring that you meet the requirements for
admission to legal practice.
The program promotes and supports the mobility of our staff
across our offices by giving you the opportunity to apply to go on
exchange to one of our interstate or overseas offices. Through
this, you are able to access a greater choice and variety of
destinations and on-the-job experience.
Contact:
MARY COSTA
People & Development Senior Advisor
Email: mary.costa@au.kwm.com

n

n Our people – you’ll find that people from every part of the
business will help you along, sharing their knowledge, and
ensuring you have everything you need to fit in, and do well.

Asia Pacific | Europe | North America | Middle East |

www.kwm.com

Visit our Facebook page facebook.com/KingWoodMallesons

Q&A
With a King & Wood Mallesons Solicitor in Canberra

Anirudh Devanathan studied Law
and Economics (both with Honours)
at the ANU, graduating at the end
of 2013. He completed a clerkship
in the summer of 2012/2013 and
started as a law graduate in February
2014. Anirudh has answered some
key questions about his experience at
KWM that may assist you when deciding what career path
to take once you complete your law degree.
Choosing what career path to take after university can
be tricky. Why did you choose private law practice?
Right through university, I’d always been more interested in
my law studies over economics – although I did also apply for
economics jobs, I knew fairly early on in my degree that I would
enjoy and be more suited to working in law. I wanted to work in
private practice because I felt there would be more opportunity
for me to build my skill-set. Also, talking to people who had
started working just before me, I saw being in private practice,
and in a firm like KWM, as a way to open doors because of the
training that I would be getting and the calibre of people I would
be working with.
How did you gain a graduate position at KWM?
I was offered a summer clerkship over 2012/2013, rotating
through the Projects & Real Estate and Mergers & Acquisitions
(M&A) practice groups. It was definitely a change from my law
school experience, but I really enjoyed my time as a clerk. The
clerkship was a great introduction into the firm and the tasks that
I’d be doing as a graduate. At the end of my clerkship, I was
offered a graduate position – I guess I did something right – and
my clerkship experience certainly prepared me for what to expect
as a new graduate.

The Power of Together

What type of projects did you get to work on as a
graduate and as a junior solicitor?
As a graduate, I rotated through three different teams across
the M&A and Dispute Resolution practice groups. I have now
settled into the telco team, and most of my work involves
telecommunications and competition law. However, I’ve also done
quite a bit of work outside my immediate team and during my
rotations, including complex banking and finance transactions
(which I still don’t entirely understand), government projects and
studies, and more local DR work. The highlight of my time so far
was being part of the KWM team acting for Telstra in renegotiating
the NBN in 2014, following the Coalition’s change in policy. I played
a critical role on this deal, helping with complicated regulatory and
drafting issues and being involved in client negotiations.
Now that KWM is truly a global firm, have you had an
opportunity work with colleagues from other offices?
Absolutely – being able to work across locations has been one of
the biggest benefits of being at KWM. As I mentioned, I was part
of the KWM team that acted for Telstra in the revised NBN deal.
As part of that deal, I worked with the KWM telco teams across
Melbourne, Canberra and Sydney, and also established contacts
with lawyers in the Perth and Brisbane offices. The NBN deal really
ingrained me into the telco team, and I ended up settling in that
team at the end of my graduate program. Since the deal ended,
I’ve continued to work closely with the broader KWM telco team,
which led to my being sent on a client secondment to Telstra in
Melbourne earlier this year. More recently, I’ve been given the
chance to permanently transfer to Melbourne, which was definitely
helped by the contacts I built up in that office.
What do you think the benefits are of working in private
practice, and in particular at KWM?
The biggest benefit of working in private practice is working
with the best. The people at KWM, and especially the partners,
are incredibly intelligent – sometimes intimidatingly so – and I’m
constantly learning and becoming better while working with them.
I’ve also really enjoyed the work I’ve been given – the projects
I’ve worked on have been challenging and diverse, and I’ve been
encouraged to look for work outside my immediate team right
through my time here, which definitely keeps things interesting!

kwm/000365

ABOUT US

WHAT WE LOOK FOR

If you want to make the most of your career in law, our global network
is the perfect place to start. Our worldwide capabilities give us access
to the most interesting markets, the most exciting clients and the most
significant and complex transactions. For you, this means the chance to
work on market-leading deals with some of the most experienced and
talented lawyers in our industry, together with access to international
secondment opportunities from early in your career.

Initiative
A curious mind is vital, as is plenty of initiative. The more adaptable
you’re prepared to be and the more energy you bring, the more you’ll
get out of your career here. You’ll be able to steer a path that turns
possibilities into realities.

Excellence

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT?

Excellence is essential; it’s a guarantee we give our clients. Intellectually
rigorous, driven and eager to learn, you’ll set the highest standards for
yourself and strive to be the best you can be.

It begins with our people

Commerciality

It’s our people who make us great. It is our priority to ensure they
are constantly challenged, recognised, rewarded and empowered
throughout their careers.

Successful lawyers understand that law is more than an academic
pursuit. It’s about understanding the client – their objectives and the
challenges they face – as well as the wider commercial environment in
which we operate.

Our unique way of working

Resilience

We adopt a flexible approach to the way we work, which builds strong
and diverse teams, and is one of the reasons our lawyers tell us a career
here is so rewarding. You won’t be limited to working with a particular
partner or group. Instead, you will have the opportunity to drive your
career by working with a range of lawyers and partners.

Positive people thrive in our environment. We look for people who can
build sustainable careers with us; people who successfully juggle a busy
life and varying commitments while maintaining their wellbeing. Like
us, you’ll believe that leading a full, active life outside the law can make
you a better person to work with.

We make the complex simple

Well-rounded

We are known for the quality of our legal minds. That’s why we attract
some of the most complex legal work, and why our lawyers are
recognised as the best in the profession.

Our clients often tell us we have ‘great people’. And it’s true. We look
for diversity – people who bring a fresh perspective and energy to
everything they do, with the ability to create strong relationships with
each other and with clients.

Life-long learning

Teamwork

As a graduate, we’re committed to giving you the best professional and
personal development opportunities. Our training programs provide
graduates with practical legal education of the highest professional
standard. You’ll build your knowledge of the law and business and
find an area of law that inspires you. We will support you with leading
learning and development programs to round out your skills and put
you on the path to becoming a market-leading lawyer.

The ability to work collaboratively and efficiently with others is of
fundamental importance to working successfully at a commercial
law firm. Negotiations involve work with multi-disciplinary teams
across borders and successful lawyers work to reach the best possible
outcome in transactions, mediations and arbitrations.

CLERKSHIP PROGRAM
Come and explore a career with us by applying for one of our clerkships.
Our clerkships offer ambitious penultimate-year law students an
insight into the workings of a large corporate law firm, and offer an
exceptional opportunity to experience our work, people and culture.
Anything is possible with us – provided you are willing to work hard and
are committed to achieve whatever you put your mind to.

Attention to detail
Lawyers are expected to have an accurate and meticulous approach to
their work. You need a good eye for detail to be able to communicate
effectively on paper with both colleagues and clients. Attention to
detail is part of providing a quality service to our clients.

HOW TO APPLY
www.allens.com.au/careers
ww.linklaters.com/ukgrads
www.linklaters.com/hkcareers
15306D

GENEVA SEKULA
At the start of 2015 when my law school was abuzz with the prospect
of completing clerkships, I had not decided if I was even going to apply.
I had heard a lot about cocktail nights and canapés and interviews,
but I didn’t know much about what completing a clerkship actually
entailed or why I should sacrifice my beloved summer holidays to do
one. Having spent the summer at Allens, I can definitely recommend
doing a clerkship. It’s an invaluable way to see the inner workings of a
commercial firm.

opportunity to experience first-hand how commercial law operates in
a different legal system. I had some memorable experiences zipping
through Saigon traffic on a motorbike and visiting tourist hotspots;
certainly different to the weekends I would have been having at home!
Although I didn’t come back particularly fluent in business Vietnamese,
I definitely came home with a broader international perspective on
commercial law, and felt privileged to have been able to experience life
in one of the Asian offices.

I was unspeakably nervous on the first day of my first rotation. I had
never worked in a law firm before and I was concerned that I didn’t
remember an awful lot from my first year Contracts class at university.
I needn’t have worried. That first day I hardly got through any work
because the people in my team kept stopping by to say hello, have a
chat and see how I was going with everything. I was amazed at how
genuinely interested everyone was in getting to know me and making
sure I was feeling confident in my work.

I was exposed to lots of different work during my time at Allens. I
helped to draft letters, write research memos, conduct title searches,
proofread contracts, and attend meetings, among many other things.
But the summer was much more than simply doing a job. It was an
opportunity to learn the ins and outs of the firm and we went to a
number of seminars which helped to shed more light on the culture of
the firm. We heard about Allens’ pro bono work and presence in the
community and about the alliance with Linklaters, we heard from a
panel of partners who gave us insight into their career progression with
the firm, and we heard from a panel of graduates who answered any
and all of our questions. I attended Christmas parties (yes, plural), was
invited to welcome yum cha, and had many, many coffee catch-ups
with lawyers and other clerks. Beyond the legal work and the firm, the
clerkship is a great way to expand your social networks. We also went
to inter-firm trivia nights and the clerk cruise, and had lots of other
opportunities to get to know each other, and the clerks at other firms.

This was indicative of the wider culture of the firm and I was deeply
impressed by how supportive and enthusiastic everyone was, and how
much time the lawyers were willing to take to explain tasks to me or
answer my questions. The firm instigates a formal support network
with a buddy, development lawyer and supervising partner, which was
a great source of comfort and helped to keep me on track. But, beyond
that, there were plenty of lawyers who were keen to get involved with
the clerkship and offer their help and feedback.
One of the reasons I decided to go to Allens was because I saw it as a
firm where there would be opportunities to work overseas, and having
an international dimension to my career was important to me. I hadn’t
ever guessed that my first chance to travel with Allens would be in my
sixth week working for the firm. After the Christmas break, instead of
boarding a train to Wynyard, I found myself boarding a plane to Ho Chi
Minh City where I was to complete a three-week rotation.
The Ho Chi Minh City office was very different to the Sydney
office. For one thing, it was a lot smaller, and the contracts were
in both Vietnamese and English. I had an amazing time in Vietnam
experiencing different food and a different culture, but also having the

Allens is a firm full of opportunities. In 10 weeks I travelled
internationally, went on an overnight trip to a client office, went on a
tour of a coalmine, experienced a Women at Allens panel, visited the
Sydney Children’s Hospital, and had the chance to work on pro bono
matters. I can’t tell you exactly what to expect from an Allens clerkship,
because you never know what opportunities will be there for you
to take. The clerkship program gives you the chance to peer inside a
commercial firm and to think about your future. I loved my time with
the firm and can’t wait to start my career. A clerkship with Allens feels
like unlocking the door to an incredible future and I would recommend
it to anyone.

CLERKSHIPS AND GRADUATE OPPORTUNITIES
WITHIN A GLOBAL NETWORK
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MOVE YOUR MIND

Graduates in Law

Aim beyond pure legal knowledge. Beyond commercial advice.
Be known for something more: a clarity of thought and an instinct
for problem solving that can influence governments and leading
businesses the world over. Join us and we’ll help you enrich and
expand your worldview, grow your skills and influence new ways
of thinking. In other words, we’ll help you move minds.

Begin now at careers.ashurst.com
Connect with us on

ANDREW
Graduate Lawyer
Studied: Bachelor of International Relations, Australian
National University and Masters of Law, Monash University

It’s hard for me to pick a highlight so far – unless it’s the
variety I’ve been exposed to, both in terms of the type of
work and its scale. But one I could single out is my
involvement in an IPO to help a company raise
approximately $52m. I got to see the whole process from
start to finish, discover all the intricacies of how the
business worked, and learn what the company went
through to reach a milestone in its development.
I also helped turn round a large-scale due diligence project
within an extremely tight timeframe. It was an
adrenaline-charged experience where graduates and
lawyers from offices right across Australia all pulled
together to hit the deadline. It showed how effectively we
all work together at Ashurst. I definitely felt I was part of
the team, not just working for a team. That feeling applies
whether you’re working in a practice group, with other
groups in your office, interstate and even internationally.
People here trust you to get on with things and show what
you can do, but they’re also there if you need advice or
support. While more junior associates teach you the
practical parts of being a lawyer, partners show you how
lawyers think. But everyone is as interested in your
development as they are in the work you produce.

careers.ashurst.com

BORN GLOBAL

At Baker & McKenzie we are different in the way we think, work and behave.
Like no other law firm, we were born global.
Baker & McKenzie has been thinking globally in Australia for over 50 years. In 2014, we opened our Brisbane
office making our Australian practice the fourth largest in our network of 77 offices with more than 85 Partners
and 190 lawyers across Sydney, Melbourne and Brisbane. In Australia, we act for leading multinational and
domestic companies on market leading local and global transactions.
Founded in 1949, Baker & McKenzie is one of the world’s largest law firms by markets, revenue and headcount.
We offer our clients and lawyers the uncompromising commitment to excellence expected of a leading firm and
a distinctive way of thinking, working and behaving as a passionately global and genuinely collaborative firm.
We understand the challenges of the global economy because we have been a global law firm from the start.
Our Clerkship Program
Right from the start, our clerks get involved in
real work. You will be exposed to our Australian
and international clients through client meetings,
shadowing, research and other everyday activities
within your assigned practice group.
Our clerks work closely with other lawyers, are
guided by a Supervising Partner and enjoy the extra
support of an experienced Associate “Buddy”. You will
develop practical and legal skills through our national
learning program and by attending workshops
specifically designed for clerks, as well as Firm-wide
sessions.
In Sydney, the Summer Clerkship Program runs
from late November to February each year with
clerks completing two rotations. Clerks who accept
a graduate role with Baker & McKenzie are eligible
to apply for an International Clerkship, with the
opportunity to work in one of our overseas offices in
the year following their clerkship.

Our Graduate Program
Over the course of the program, graduates gain
experience in different areas of law before they join
a particular practice group as an Associate. You will
be assigned a Supervising Partner and an Associate
“Buddy” in each rotation to oversee your on-the-job
and formal learning.

Develop globally
At Baker & McKenzie, we have a deep commitment to
development. We work with each graduate to create
a tailored development plan and career goals. To help
you reach your goals, we provide targeted learning

opportunities — from seminars on core legal topics
to practical skills development in areas such as
communication, drafting and presenting.
We work hard to facilitate on-the-job learning and
the many ways it happens — through informal
mentoring relationships, client secondments,
involving graduates in global teams working on
international deals or supporting them to run their
own files for our award-winning Pro Bono Program.
We also bring graduates from our Sydney and
Melbourne offices together to help our people foster
networks across the Firm, and support professional
development by covering the costs of Practical Legal
Training.
Our regional practice group structure means many
of our lawyers attend regional training in our Asia
Pacific offices and, once graduates complete their
Graduate Program, they will travel overseas to attend
a regional orientation program with other mid-level
Associates from the region.
In addition, the Firm offers opportunities for lawyers
at varying stages of their career to work directly for
clients or with our other offices globally.

What does the Firm look for?
We look for people who enjoy a challenge and seek
new opportunities; who share our global perspective;
who have sound academics and are practical in their
approach; who like taking responsibility and getting
things done; who express themselves confidently
while staying open to new ideas; and who seek a
friendly and inclusive culture that strives to make a
difference to our local and global communities.

Our key areas of practice include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Banking & Finance
Capital Markets
Commercial Real Estate
Construction
Dispute Resolution
Employment

• Energy, Resources and
Infrastructure
• Environmental Markets
• Financial Services &
Structured Transactions
• Insolvency
• Intellectual Property

Thrive in a culture of inclusion
Quality and excellence along with team work,
integrity and responsiveness are central in delivering
outstanding service to our clients, as you would
expect in a top tier law firm.
The values that make us a unique and great place
to work are deeply embedded and you will notice
our difference in all of your interactions with us, in
Australia and across the globe.
• We are passionately global, and leverage our global
expertise for our Australian and global clients at every
opportunity, recognising our strength is in our diversity.
• We strive to stay ahead of the curve and encourage
entrepreneurship.
• We have a strong culture of friendship and inclusion,
and an egalitarian and collaborative working style.
• We are commercial pragmatists who make
complex issues simple for our clients and we focus
on our clients’ business needs.
• We actively encourage and support contribution
to the community, through our pro bono and
community service programs.
Our award-winning diversity strategy, initiatives and
programs are focussed in four areas, in which all of
our people can participate:
• BakerWomen - Gender equality and supporting the
progression of women
• BakerDNA - Ethnic, indigenous and cultural diversity
• BakerBalance - Supporting carers and parents,
mental health and wellbeing, and workplace flexibility
• BakerLGBTI - Lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender
and intersex diversity

How to apply
•
•
•
•
•

Media
Mergers & Acquisitions
Private Equity
Tax
Technology, &
Communications

Baker & McKenzie, an Australian Partnership, is a member of Baker & McKenzie International, a Swiss Verein with member law firms
around the world. In accordance with the common terminology used in professional service organizations, reference to a “partner”
means a person who is a partner, or equivalent, in such a law firm. Similarly, reference to an “office” means an office of any such law
firm. Baker & McKenzie handles information in accordance with our privacy policy. A copy can be found on our website.

Applications for clerkships can be submitted online at
http://www.bakermckenzie.com/careers/australia/sydney/.
Applications should include a cover letter, as well as
details of your work experience, your extra-curricular
activities and interests, and your academic results.
Applications for clerkships open at 9.00am on 15 June 2016
and close 11.59pm on 17 July 2016.

Natalie Brunton
Talent Management Consultant - Sydney
Tel: +61 2 8922 5747
natalie.brunton@bakermckenzie.com
www.bakermckenzie.com/careers/australia/sydney/

As a junior lawyer, your enthusiasm is in overdrive. Everything is
interesting. You have a million questions for everyone. You want
to be the best. And for me, I wanted to be the best lawyer and
leader I could be.
Right now I’m a corporate and tax lawyer, buying and selling
companies, structuring investments and having the occasional
battle with the ATO.

STAY
TRUE.

So, a little while after I started at Clayton Utz, I joined the social
committee. A powerful assembly fuelled by lunchtime pizzawielding lawyers making important decisions like choosing the
Christmas party theme. They knew I liked pizza, but had no idea
I was gay. You see, I wasn’t out at work yet and this became a
genuine source of anxiety for a good two years.
But In May 2015 this all changed...
To listen to Luke’s full story, go to:
claytonutz.com/graduates
Academic brilliance certainly counts, but graduates who
thrive here have something extra – a natural passion for
connecting with people and a strong sense of self. That’s
what staying true is all about. If you have these qualities,
Clayton Utz is for you.

Think ahead

Fast-track your career with Australia’s most
progressive law firm.
To find out more visit us at me.gtlaw.com.au
Download the Gilbert + Tobin Careers App
from the App Store or the Google PlayTM Store

Google Play is a trademark of Google Inc.

LIFE OF A GRADUATE
IN SYDNEY
I initially joined Herbert Smith Freehills as a
vacation clerk in the summer of 2011 / 2012,
where I rotated through Disputes and Tax at
Greenwoods & Herbert Smith Freehills. After
taking a Tipstaff position in the Supreme Court
of New South Wales in 2013, I made the
decision to come back to the firm because of
my fantastic experience as a vacation clerk
and all the positive reports from my fellow
vacationers who had started as graduates in
2013. Since starting as a graduate in March
2014 in the firm’s Sydney office, I have
thoroughly enjoyed both of the rotations I
have completed.
NATALY SIKORSKI
SOLICITOR, CORPORATE

"I couldn’t speak more highly of
my first year at Herbert Smith
Freehills. The people and the
opportunities you get as a young
lawyer at the firm are second
to none."
NATALY SIKORSKI
SOLICITOR

My first rotation was in the Real Estate area, a
subset of the Finance, Real Estate and Projects
Group. As a transactional practice, I was
involved in a variety of property-related
matters including large-scale commercial
developments, commercial property sales and
purchases, as well as commercial leasing. One
of many highlights was working with Lend
Lease on the revitalisation of Sydney’s Darling
Harbour, known as the Darling Harbour Live
Project. I found it particularly rewarding to
know that the hard work my team put into
drafting and negotiating the various underlying
development contracts and agreements of the
Project directly translated into the physical
redevelopment of Darling Harbour, not only an
iconic part of Sydney but of Australia. Whilst
there were complex aspects to the deal, I
never felt out of my depth as a first rotation
graduate as I received a lot of support and
mentoring from my team and my supervising
Partner in particular. Working in the Real
Estate area also meant working with a variety
of teams in the office as many of the
commercial deals the firm works on involve
the sale or purchase of property. This has
meant developing lasting relationships with
lawyers all around the firm, on both a
professional and social level.
My second rotation was in the Dispute
Resolution Group, in the commercial litigation
area. Almost immediately after I joined the
team, I was thrown into preparing for a
mediation of a complex contractual dispute
between our client and another company. I
was involved in a variety of tasks including
researching the relevant law, drafting advices

HERBERTSMITHFREEHILLS.COM

to our client and correspondence with the
other party, as well as drafting the issues
paper and preparing the documents for
submission to the mediator. I was also able to
attend the mediation, providing me with
invaluable insight into strategic commercial
negotiations and alternative dispute resolution.
After spending a year at the Supreme Court, it
was very exciting and interesting to learn what
happens on the other side of the bench leading
up to a hearing. Whilst in the group, I was
given the opportunity to work on a variety of
matters and for a number of different partners
and teams. The depth of expertise and
experience in the firm’s Dispute Resolution
Group means that there are always a number
of interesting matters going on that you can
get involved in as a graduate.
During both of these rotations I was
completing my practical legal training at the
College of Law, which was organised by the
firm for the graduate group. At times this
required a significant time commitment and
both teams that I worked in were supportive in
giving me the time I needed to complete
assessments. In addition to College of Law, the
graduates are given a number of useful
training sessions about the particular areas
they are rotating in and the firm in general.
There are also a variety of useful firm-wide
skills, training and information sessions on
during the week that we are always
encouraged to attend.
I have also been involved in working with the
Women’s network by helping to organise
various panel discussions and events. There
are a number of other committees and
networks in the firm with varying initiatives
that anyone can get involved.
From inter-firm sport, Lawski weekend,
corporate runs and triathlons, firm trivia,
wine-tasting, weekly professional lunches and
monthly drinks – there is always something on
the firm’s social calendar to get involved in too.
I couldn’t speak more highly of my first year at
Herbert Smith Freehills. The people and the
opportunities you get as a young lawyer at the
firm are second to none.
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Meet our graduate Artists
Billy Gialamas
In my graduate year at Maddocks, I’ve covered the full spectrum: Public Law, Construction and
Projects, Employment, Safety and People, and Development.
I’ve been impressed by the abundance of passionate, energetic personalities – and endless
encouragement. A highlight for me was working on a matter which required me to give the QC
briefed on the matter a crash course on Facebook (he still hasn’t added me as a friend).
With Maddocks, you’re destined to grow and develop. I have had the opportunity to meet clients face
to face on my own which shows that the firm believes in me.
I love meeting new people, and talking (or so my peers tell me). Maddocks nurtures and encourages
individuality, and a life outside of work. Follow your passion, and don’t be afraid to ask questions. Join
us, come see where the magic happens.

Clare Strange
I’m currently in the Public Law team, but have rotated through the Employment, Safety and People,
Development and Commercial practice groups.
Maddocks is evolving. The Public Law team is a newly-created ‘super group’ incorporating Planning
and Environment, Governance, Regulation and Administrative Law.
This year I’ve spent time looking into the legal risks for mega tall buildings, in connection with an
exciting new project in Melbourne. This matter has made me consider influences to infrastructure,
businesses, and people impacted by development.
At the firm, I’ve found a happy balance. I’m challenged, excited and energised by the great people,
and support for work-life balance. My advice to grads is simple – be yourself! You have something
unique to offer.

Simon Thompson
As a grad with Maddocks, I’ve enjoyed rotations through our Property, Tax Controversy and Public Law
teams. I’m currently in Construction & Projects. My peers are collegiate, hard-working, and very busy!
With the tax team, I provided assistance in a matter on appeal to the Full Federal Court. The opportunity
to play even a small part in the process that may help to clarify a contentious area of law is a real treat
– I’m looking forward to reading about the matter in administrative law textbooks in the near future!
Maddocks is the perfect size – big enough to attract top clients (and hence, excellent work), and small
enough to encourage a sense of community. Outside of work, I get to invest in other priorities: family, friends,
food, wine, cycling, politics and perhaps most importantly, getting to as many Geelong footy matches as I can.
Try something new with Maddocks. Even though I’d never mooted competitively, my colleagues and I
won Maddocks’ first LIV & Hanover Welfare Services Mooting Competition last year.

Sunita Warrior
As a graduate lawyer with Maddocks, I’ve worked in Development, Planning and Governance,
Commercial Disputes and Commercial. My current team in Commercial is bustling, vibrant and full
of personality!
My favourite types of matters are where the story behind the legal question is a little bit out of the
ordinary – like a dog attack and potential trespass, copyright in mythical creatures and tiny parcels of
general law land causing trouble for potential developments.
Within the firm, we’re all highly encouraged to pursue skills outside of our legal careers. I was told by
a Partner that I should continue on with my avid reading and practice writing creatively so that I do not
lose touch with those skills!
At Maddocks, personality is key - don’t give up on your interests as they are what make you interesting.

/company/maddocks

/maddockslaw

To learn more, head to www.maddocks.com.au/careers

Practicing Family Law
Haydn Marsh
Haydn Marsh is a solicitor at Robinson + McGuinness Family Law.
Following his graduation from the ANU in 2013 Haydn worked as
the Legal Associate to the Deputy Chief Justice of the Family Court
of Australia for 18 months, and then spent a year working at an international commercial law firm before to returning to family law.

If you’ve decided that you don’t want work
in the corporate ‘big end of town’, but the
lucrative benefits of the public sector aren’t quite lucrative enough to dissuade you
from legal practice then read on! Practice in
family law offers a career path that is exciting, rewarding, challenging and REAL (albeit sometimes maybe a little too REAL).

honing your advocacy skills then practice in
family law will provide you with an opportunity to be standing before a Federal Court within
months of having been admitted to practice. As
a family lawyer you will also be on the cutting
edge of alternative dispute resolution practice.
Mediation, arbitration and collaborative law
are all used to resolve family law disputes,
and provide a great opportunity to young lawyers to expand their dispute resolution toolkit. There are also countless opportunities to
practice your legal writing, particularly in
drafting court documents and correspondence.

The people that you are working with are
REAL – Practicing in family law your clients
are often going through the hardest time in
their life – in many cases they have separated
from their spouse/partner and have come to
you for advice about how to reach a resolution. Their pain is real, their desperation is real,
and their confusion is real. Also real, however,
is your ability to use your skills and training
as a lawyer to help that person. If you chose
to study law because you want to make a difference, then family law offers you a chance
to make that happen on a very real stage.

The work-life balance and lifestyle are REAL
– In my experience practice in family law is
unique in that legal practitioners, as well as professionals in other related fields that work in the
jurisdiction, form a community that is warm,
welcoming and supportive of young lawyers.
While building transferable skills, you are also
working in an area of law that is practiced in
common law jurisdictions across the globe.

The opportunities to build and apply your
skills are REAL – If you are interested in
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The work hours are also, in my experience,
not overly demanding, particularly when
compared to other areas of legal practice.

Demonstrate that you have an interest
in the field. Choose to study family law electives at both an undergraduate and postgraduate level, and if the opportunity presents itself,
write an honours thesis on a family law topic.

SO how do you break into this wonderful area
of practice?

Make connections within the family law
community. The Canberra Region Family Law
Legal Professionals Association regularly hosts
events and presentations on family law related
topics that provide a great opportunity to meet
with practicing family lawyers. Students are often invited and welcome to come these events.

My advice is that if you want to work in
family law then you need to try your best to get in
early. Many private firms source their young lawyers internally – promoting paralegals as they are
admitted to practice. So stay on the lookout for
legal assistant and paralegal positions at specialist family law firms while you are still studying.
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INTERNATIONAL

EXPERIENCE

The Peter Nygh Hague Conference Internship
Derek Bayley
Derek currently works in Linklaters’ London office. After completing a clerkship at Linklaters, Derek graduated from ANU with Honours in 2014. He was awarded the Peter Nygh Hague Conference
Internship and worked at The Hague Conference on Private International Law in 2015, before returning to Linklaters as a legal adviser.

Location: The Hague, The Netherlands

Family Court of Australia. Dr Nygh was also an
Australian delegate to, and a rapporteur of, The
Hague Conference on Private International Law.

Period of Internship: 6 months
Timing of Internship: No deferral. Otherwise
flexible, but usually starts with the calendar
year. Applications close in September the year
prior.

The Hague Conference on Private International Law is an inter-governmental organisation which, since 1893, has created and serviced international Conventions in civil and
commercial legal matters harmonising rules
of private international law. It is responsible
for 40 worldwide treaties in the areas of child
protection, family and property relations, legal co-operation and litigation, and commercial and finance law. It provides legislative
mechanisms to harmonise rules related to international jurisdiction, choice of law, and enforcement of decisions and judgments amongst
countries through the negotiation and promulgation of uniform global legal standards. This
in turn provides legal certainty and predictability for parties engaged in cross-jurisdictional activities, enhances legal, consular and
procedural co-operation between States, and
generally reduces costs and delays in legal processes, which ultimately improves the rule of law.

Value of Internship: $10,000 approx.
Qualifications: A young law graduate (recent tradition has been to hire directly out of
law school). French language skill desirable.
You will need to demonstrate global perspectives, a keen interest in private international
law and excellent grades. ANU has an excellent track record with the internship, recent
winners including Derek Bayley (2015), Brody Warren (2014) and Alex Kunzelman (2010)
The Position: The Peter Nygh Hague Conference Internship is an award in memory of
the late Hon Dr Peter Nygh AM, a leading
international lawyer and former judge of the
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Interns are under the direction of the Secretariat
and assist with legal research, translation and
preparation of meetings in accordance with the
needs of the lawyers of the Permanent Bureau.

network of international colleagues and friends,
in The Hague and throughout the world.
The Hague itself is extremely modern, progressive and international. You will have exposure
to the nuances of Dutch life – which is actually incredibly fun, and certainly a case of trial
and error, cliché and surprise. You will be able
to follow Dutch politics, observe Koningsdag,
stroll along - and not fall into - the canals, ride
a bike, smell the tulips, marvel at the efficiency
and cleanliness of Dutch public transport, drink
(many) beers, go to the football, hockey and volleyball. A chance to pick up some Dutch, which
is by all accounts, a fantastically playful language, and to travel Europe on your weekends.

The Internship supports a graduate or post graduate student of an Australian law school to undertake an internship. The Hague Conference
on Private International Law (The Hague Conference) in the Netherlands by providing funds
to cover the cost of travel to the Netherlands
and a contribution towards living expenses.
The Perks: First-hand insight of international treaty making, and an understanding of the
hard and soft skills required by lawyers “at the
coalface” of working towards international cooperation amongst legal systems. Deepened expertise in private international law, and a strong

More Info: http://www.internationalaffairs.
org.au/youth-community/nygh-internship/
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World Bank Fellowship
Fighting global corruption from
Washington DC

Kieran Pender

Kieran Pender is studying a BA(Hons)/LLB, and is still
here despite starting in 2011. He is a law clerk at Bradley Allen Love and writes about sport for The Guardian.

I recently returned from the best two months
of my life, living in Washington DC and working in the Special Litigation Unit of the World
Bank Group’s Integrity Vice Presidency (INT).
I was also the coldest I have ever been, shivering through several below -12 mornings on
my walk to the office. A fair compromise?

draft pleadings and undertake research.
The global scope of this work was incredible – during my two months at the Bank I
worked on matters across four continents.
My research tasks would often involve reference to a wide variety of jurisdictions,
from China to the United States to England.

Last year I was fortunate enough to be selected
for the ANU College of Law’s World Bank INT
Fellowship, which provides funding for the recipient to spend the Australian summer/American winter at the Bank’s headquarters in DC.

A real highlight was the workplace’s diversity, with the approximately 90 INT staff coming from all around the world. In one end of
the office was a wall of miniature flags representing every nationality in the section –
over 30, when I stopped to count! Working
closely with colleagues from Germany, Uzbekistan, Canada, China, Ireland, France, the
United States and more provided great insight into different cultures and legal systems.

The INT is responsible for combating corruption, fraud, coercion and collusive practices
on Bank-financed projects. This involves a
two-tier sanctions system, with an administrative decision maker and a quasi-judicial sanctions board. For example, if a contractor bidding on a hospital construction tender bribes
a government official to win the contract, the
INT may bring a case seeking to exclude that
company from future Bank-financed projects.

My colleagues regularly stressed the importance of getting a holistic DC experience, and
not simply working from my desk every day.
This gave me the freedom to attend lunchtime
seminars, meet with interesting people for coffee and watch a US Supreme Court hearing.
There was also a busy social schedule with the
ANU Congressional Interns, including a reception at the Australian Embassy, and enough
free weekends to explore the East Coast.

My role was to assist the Special Litigation Unit
in litigating such sanctions cases. I would assess
investigative reports for evidential sufficiency,
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I would strongly encourage anyone with an
interest in anti-corruption or international law more broadly to apply for the program. Two months in an incredible city,
doing engaging work alongside great colleagues, and all supported by a generous
scholarshipfrom the ANU College of Law –

I cannot think of a better way to spend my
summer/winter. Just be sure to bring plenty of warm clothes – I’m still defrosting…
Applications for the 2016/17 World Bank Integrity Vice Presidency Fellowship will open
in the coming months – stay tuned for details.
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With thanks to our sponsors

What’s the
score
• Global top 25 firm by revenue and a
global top 10 firm by lawyer numbers
• More than 30 international offices

• Our clients range from a mix of global
financial and corporate powerhouses
through to the new industry-makers
and all levels of government (some for
over 200 years)

• 590+ partners and more than 2200
lawyers to create one of the (largest
international legal networks in the
Asia region)

• We are the only law firm able to practise
Chinese, Hong Kong, Australian,
English, US and a significant range of
European laws.

• US$1.037 billion global revenue

• More than 80 global awards in 2014
• #12 global legal brand and #2 global
brand in Asia*

*Source: 2015 Acritas Sharp Global Elite Brand Index
and Acritas Asia Pacific Law Firm Brand Index

